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2022 SOI

As we covered in our annual Executive Forecast for 2022, the pandemic may not be at the forefront of everyone’s

minds directly, but its ripple e�ects are still spreading outward. Those ripples are impacting the current state of the

industry. This year, we’re sharing which six areas we see having the greatest impact on �exible packaging. While we’re

breaking these out into categories, many of them are so intertwined that they in�uence each other and it ’s hard to

separate them. That said, e-commerce, supply chain, employment/sta�ng, mergers and acquisitions, food

packaging, and sustainability are what we’ll be focusing on. Much has already been written on each one of these, so

we’re breaking out key points within each segment.

E-commerce

E-commerce leads us o� since it seems to have the greatest downhill impact on the other categories. In one of our

recent articles on the subject, L.E.K. Consulting notes that 56% of brand owners have “increased their spending on e-

commerce packaging relative to regular formats.”

“Players in the packaging industry that are able to work with sustainable materials without sacri�cing performance

— or design packages that reduce weight but still provide robust product protection for e-commerce — will �nd

themselves with a unique competitive advantage,” says Thilo Henkes, L.E.K. Managing Director and co-author of the

2021 Brand Owner Packaging Study.

PMMI’s senior director of media and industry communications, Sean Riley, says that the key to taking advantage of e-

commerce’s emergence is to understand that the packaging must fulfill a different need since the e-commerce

shopping experience is di�erent from in-store experiences. “Unlike conventional retail, where consumers hold a

product as part of the purchase decision process,” Riley says, “online consumers only experience a physical product

after it arrives at their homes. The product must meet the expectation of the consumer that they formed from

viewing the product online.”

He adds that implementing these changes often means using new machinery, “Given the amount of ongoing change,

machine �exibility is key, with rapid changeover times and machines that are future-proofed to handle new materials

is an absolute must.”

Supply Chain

Everything that has stemmed from e-commerce directly a�ects the supply chain. As stated earlier, companies are

rethinking their machinery to maximize �exibility to meet the demand. That focus on operations is leading to greater

consideration for integrations and other automated tools, according to Steve Shebuski, VP of Digital Strategy at Blue

Horseshoe. It  also means that new solutions are coming that will challenge traditional warehouse automation.

“Automation is a path toward stability and predictability, especially as it relates to addressing throughput needs for

warehousing and distribution center operators,” Shebuski says. “The issue, however, is that many industry leaders

are not prepared to make seven-�gure-plus investments to automate existing operations. In the next few years,

traditional automation designs that rely on technologies, such as conveyance, will be challenged by increasingly

�exible solutions and vendors that o�er subscription-based services, such as RaaS (Robots as a Service). This

category of services will allow for less capital upfront and more �exibility to respond to new Omni-Channel designs

and ever-evolving customer needs.”

“In regards to inks, the supply chain began having problems related to ocean freight in 2019, and it will likely remain

an issue through this year and beyond,” says John Hrdlick, president and CEO of INX International Ink Co. “Overland

freight has also been impacted and the causes are not easily overcome in either area. The raw material supply chain

has been an issue since early 2021, and we also see that remaining a concern through 2022. Even though some

improvement has surfaced, it  seems that every product line has some key raw materials where the supply remains

unstable. Supply chain issues have directly impacted our ability to maintain consistent delivery of products to our

customers, and we have incurred signi�cant costs to mitigate the problems as much as possible.”

Employment / Staffing

Questions about sustainability, with the packaging itself as well as with a company’s operations, are important to

consider when it comes to e-commerce and supply chains. That will be addressed later since the concept of

automation is more directly tied to employment and sta�ng. Shebuski says that improving technology and

warehouse accessibility will help retain workforces.

“Warehouse work, particularly work that requires miles of walking each day, is demanding and can be physically

exhausting for the average employee,” Shebuski says. “Industry leaders must help their workforce engage in ways

that aren’t as physically demanding, including automation and robotics. By doing so, organizations will better retain

their workforce, expand the available pool of talent and make it more attractive to those who have never performed

physically demanding tasks before. In 2022, new and advanced technology must evolve around and for employees in

order to expand available workforce, allow employees to more e�ectively contribute to the bottom line and

incentivize them to stay.”

Craig Souser, president and CEO of robotic solution provider JLS, says his customers are having challenges sta�ng

their lines, including their automated ones, which is driving up machinery orders. “Automation is growing on all

aspects/elements of the packaging line, but the largest growth has been on primary handling,” he says. “These are

historically more technically challenging and considerably higher investments, but they also save a signi�cant

amount of labor where the cost and availability of that labor is problematic.”

“Maintaining full employment in our facilit ies, mainly in manufacturing, has been a growing problem for �ve years

and the impacts of the pandemic have greatly increased the concerns,” says Hrdlick. “We compete with every

manufacturing industry to �ll open positions and it has become increasingly di�cult to retain manufacturing

workers. Our bene�ts package has always been very good, but over the past few years our starting wages for

manufacturing have increased signi�cantly just to remain competitive. Our human resources group and facility

managers have become very creative in their e�orts to recruit workers.”

Not all companies are seeing terribly unusual labor issues, though. Kevin Mauger, president of SideDrive Conveyor Co.,

says that while a combination of illnesses and close-contact events have contributed to keeping people away, “It is

generally hard �lling roles for highly skilled or highly experienced personnel, but this is not a new phenomenon.”

When it comes to automation, though, “We’ve seen a tremendous amount of attention paid to both shorter order

runs and multi-pack type projects,” says Mauger. “It seems our customer’s customers want bespoke orders rather

than larger batches. Food producers are being asked to customize orders instead of simply shipping massive

batches. This has always existed, but seems to be growing in prevalence.”

According to Lauren Dunford, co-founder and CEO of factory optimization provider Guidewheel, “Labor constraints

aren’t going away any time soon. Technology can enable plants to get ahead by freeing workers from tasks that add

less value to focus their time instead on boosting e�ciency and pro�tability. Increasingly, cloud-based factory

operations, or FactoryOps, will help companies adjust to the new normal of bringing both the best of workers and

the best of machines to reach peak performance.”

Mergers / Acquisitions

APR Acquires JVI Solutions, Berlin Packaging Acquires Premi S.p.A, AWT Labels & Packaging, Inc. Acquires MacArthur

Corporation, MULTIVAC Acquires TVI Holdings, Sun Chemical Acquires SAPICI, Ranpak Acquires Recycold Cool Solutions BV —

each one of these headlines were announced between December 2021 and January 2022, and they’re only a drop in

the bucket compared to that happened in the past year. The knee-jerk reaction might be to rationalize that business

hardships caused by COVID were behind all of the packaging industry mergers and acquisitions (M&A), but while that

may have happened in some instances, that’s not necessarily the case overall.

M&A in the packaging space has been rapid for more than 20 years, according to Blaige & Company, an investment

banking �rm concentrated on plastics, packaging and chemicals. Blaige & Company completed last year a detailed

analysis on activity in plastics, packaging and chemicals from 2001 to 2021. The �rm found that activity more than

doubled in the past 20 years total, and that the packaging subsegment has tripled during that time. The driving

force behind all of the activity? Strategy. The �rm reports that in 2020, 76% of all plastics M&A deals were

strategically motivated.

This video of a panel discussion posted by the Contract Packaging Association on growth strategies after COVID

sheds further insight into what’s already happened and what some possibilit ies are moving forward:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=igEVDeCml2Q

Of course, this is all just one look at a report that has far more data than can be shared here. Su�ce to say, however,

mergers and acquisitions have been and will continue to be a big part of the packaging industry moving forward.

Food Packaging

It  shouldn’t come as any surprise that food packaging is shaping �exible packaging since this segment is a natural �t

for �exibles. But an action plan announced by the White House earlier this year for “A Fairer, More competitive, and

More Resilient Meat and Poultry Supply Chain” could o�er a boost.

The idea behind the plan is to create a more competitive, fair, resilient meat and poultry sector with better earnings

for producers and more choices and a�ordable prices for consumers. The four main tenements of the plan expects

to:

1. Dedicate $1 billion to expand independent processing.

2. Strengthen rules that protect producers.

3. Increase transparency for fairer prices.

And, no, the plan itself doesn’t necessarily directly address packagers, but the idea is that expanding capacity for

independent producers will shift production away from the four largest producers of beef, poultry and pork. This

will, in turn, mean more producers looking to have their products packaged, which would provide more

opportunities for packagers.

Sustainability

Where so much begins with e-commerce, everything seems to come back to sustainability. “(T )he pandemic has

accelerated the move to more sustainable packaging choices for e-commerce,” says PMMI’s Riley.

As we’ve reported before, sustainability is very important to consumers who are willing to pay more for sustainable

products, especially younger generations. Flexible packaging is inherently better at o�setting energy consumption in

its creation, and especially with e-commerce and the associated energy use for transportation.

A recent report by The Sustainability Consortium (TSC), “THESIS Industry Insights: Performance by Company Size,” shows

that company size is not a determining factor in improving the sustainability and transparency of consumer goods supply

chains.

Jessica Ginger, TSC senior director at THESIS Impact, says, "Through our THESIS data, we are pleased to see that

small-to-medium enterprises are making the same, if not better, improvements than large companies. We now know

that dedicating at least one person to integrating sustainability practices into the business, no matter the size,

signi�cant improvements in supply chain sustainability is feasible.”

TSC’s report found that there are di�erences in how small-to-medium enterprises (SME) deal with implementing

sustainability as compared to their larger counterparts, with advantages and disadvantages for each. What is

critically important, however, is a dedicated sustainability sta�. According to the report, around 25% of companies

that had no sustainability sta� reported they had made changes in sustainable product or packaging design, while

more than 40% companies with sustainability sta� reported they had done the same.

In an e�ort to help brands deliver more sustainable packaging, The Pack Green Coalition was formed.

The primary initiative of Pack Green is to replace unnecessary single-use plastic from supply chains, and focus on

renewable and more sustainable alternatives, including paper and other biobased solutions, with an emphasis on

protective packaging and other short-term uses, such as food service items.

“Consumers are more sensitive than ever to the impact of their purchasing choices on the environment, and the

launch of Pack Green is a crucial step to meet consumers’ desire for a more sustainable option to plastics,” says

James Asali, Pack Green’s president and chief executive o�cer.

The organization aims to raise awareness with consumers, retailers, brands and policymakers, and then to bring

solutions to the single-use plastics crisis. “Last year in the U.S. alone, consumers received more than 20 billion

packages,” says Asali. “Many of those packages contained unnecessary single-use plastic products — air pillows,

bubble wrap or Styrofoam — that can be easily replaced by renewable paper packaging. Whether it ’s packaging,

food service, or countless other single-use applications, there are solutions that exist today to reduce single-use

plastic waste.”

Where's Legislation?

While there are all sorts of varying forces pushing and pulling the �exible packaging industry, the six aforementioned

items are currently having the greatest impact. Yes, we could have included more legislation and more speci�c

government legislation taking place on this list, but the root of most legislation involving packaging is sustainability.

That’s not to say legislation will always be focused on sustainability or that it can’t pivot to force other changes in

the industry. For now, though, sustainability is the driving force behind the legislation.

Video by cofotoisme / Creatas Video via Getty Images. 

Photos (in order of appearance) by William_Potter / iStock via Getty Images Plus; ipopba / iStock via Getty Images Plus; olm26250 / iStock via Getty Images Plus; istocksdaily / iStock via Getty Images
Plus; agnormark / iStock via Getty Images Plus; Iuliia Pilipeichenko / iStock via Getty Images Plus; Duncan_Andison / iStock / Getty Images Plus.
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ENABLING INNOVATION

EVAN ARNOLD

With upgraded technology and consumer education, local material recovery
facilities can handle flexible packaging and brands and converters can fully
embrace sustainable packaging.
In this episode, we talk with Evan Arnold, VP of business development at Glenroy, Inc. — a supplier of customized

�exible packaging that specializes in �exible packaging laminations and innovative stand-up pouches. Our

conversation covers consumer education, store drop-o� programs, recycling infrastructure, and how the bene�ts

and carbon footprint of �exible packaging beats everything else.

Glenroy announced that the company’s TruRenu pouch had been submitted for a recycling assessment by Trex Company and its NexTrex Recycling Program.

Photos courtesy of Glenroy Inc.
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INDUSTRY TRENDS

Iceland’s Paper-Meets-Plastic
Flexible Pillow Pouches

UK-based supermarket chain, Iceland, announces a new paper-
meets-plastic pillow pouch packaging for its line of frozen

chicken breast dippers. Plus, more industry news on paper-
based flexible packaging.

By Grant Gerke

Paper-meets-plastic packaging has been making inroads in Europe for the past two years as regulatory drivers and

company initiatives have pushed food producers to add more recyclable content to their packaging. In late 2021, UK-

based grocer Iceland introduced its line of frozen Chicken Dippers and has branded the package as a paper pillow

pouch that will reduce the company’s plastic footprint and increase recycling rates.

Mondi Packaging Group supplies the �exible pillow pack that's 90% paper and 10% plastic to provide optimal barrier

properties in the rugged frozen food section. “Iceland has been bold in our aims to remove plastic: We were the �rst

UK retailer to publish our plastic footprint along with our pledge to ultimately become plastic free,” says Stuart

Lendrum, head of packaging, quality and food safety at Iceland. “To deliver on this ‘Doing it Right’ promise, we knew

we would need the expertise of global packaging suppliers like Mondi.”

ADVERTISEMENT

To obtain optimal barrier properties, sealing properties and protect frozen food in the best possible way, the

�exible packaging supplier uses an innovative process to apply “a wafer-thin coating of polyole�ns that provides all

the necessary barriers,” according to Mondi Packaging. The �exible packaging supplier o�ers three grades of the

functional barrier paper, including an option that is certi�ed fully recyclable and suited for food applications,

according to Mondi.

The functional barrier paper has the same shelf life of the previous packaging for Iceland and can run on existing

form/�ll/seal machinery for co-packers or in-house packaging operations. The paper is printed and coatings are

added in Europe. Mondi claims this paper-based structure is a fully integrated solution made from renewable

resources, and o�ers that it ’s easy for consumers to recycle the paper in existing waste streams.

Iceland is in full-blown execution mode with its circular economy strategy, as the UK supermarket company is also

partnering with Seven Clean Seas to recover and recycle nature-bound plastic in an equivalent weight of the retailer's

plastic usage.

The �exible pillow pack for frozen chicken tenders relies on 90% percent paper and 10% plastic to provide optimal barrier properties.

Photo courtesy of Mondi Packaging Group

Paper-Based Pilots Gaining Steam

As reported in Flexible Packaging magazine in 2021, many food producers in Europe are running pilot programs and

in production with new types of packaging for certain sectors, such as �ours and grains at Bauck GmbH. The

German-based company ran a pilot program using paper, gable-top packaging and then ramped up production and

integrated the new format in 2020. The food produced is using the same machinery for production, Rovema’s SBS

form/�ll/seal machine for both plastic-based and paper pouch production runs.

Similar to Iceland’s pillow packs, Bauck uses integrated barrier coating against mineral oil (MOSH/MOAH) and grease,

along with heat-sealable properties from Sappi Globa.

Now, U.S.-based Kellogg’s is turning to a pilot program in UK-based Tesco grocery stores that will use a paper-based

liner bag for a variety of cereals through 2022. The pilot program is part of Kellogg’s Wellbeing Manifesto and looks

to improve its packaging in the UK and evaluate alternatives to plastic liners.

“Ultimately, we would prefer plastic liners to be accepted in home recycling as our data tells us that they are better

for the planet over the full life cycle of the packaging, but this trial ensures we have an alternative,” says Chris

Silcock, managing director of Kellogg UK and Ireland.

Bauck ran a pilot program using paper, gable-top packaging and then ramped up production and integrated the new format in 2020.

Photo courtesy of Bauck GmbH

Plus, new plastic taxes are going into e�ect in 2022 in Europe and the UK. Flexible Packaging reported back in

December 2021 about the UK’s tax liable” plastic packaging law, which goes into e�ect April 2022. The tax adds £200

per tonne to any plastic packaging components that don’t meet 30% recycled content, and the regulatory rule would

be applied to the converter, not the importer.

“We are committed to working with our suppliers to remove, reduce, reuse and recycle packaging, and particularly

plastic,” says David Beardmore, grocery director at Tesco grocery. “It ’s great to see that Kellogg’s is trialing a paper

cereal bag in our stores — our customers will be pleased that they can easily recycle the bag at home.”

Not to be outdone in Europe, Amcor announced in a recent press release that a new platform of paper-based

packaging products called AmFiber will be introduced in 2022. The new line of paper-based solutions will “rede�ne

the capabilit ies of traditional paper packaging and meet the changing needs of consumers,” according to Amcor.

The �rst AmFiber product for 2022 will be directed at snack and confectionery customers in Europe, a recyclable

package that o�ers high-barrier properties. Besides confectionery, the �exible packaging supplier will expand its

paper-based o�ering into a variety of applications into the Americas and Asia-Paci�c regions, including co�ee, drink

powders, seasoning and soups.

“Amcor’s long-term experience in paper and carton packaging was the basis for launching the AmFiber platform,”

says Ron Delia, CEO of Amcor. “This family of di�erentiated paper-based products builds on Amcor’s extensive track

record across multiple materials and applications.”

Video by Freezelight / Creatas Video via Getty Images
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MEAT PACKAGING

Meat Packaging:
Choosing What’s Best for Your Product
Identifying the product value and understanding how to

provide a consistent experience will ultimately determine
the best flexible packaging solution.

By Gianni Holzem

As many of us know, �exible packaging can communicate brand value, support sustainable lifestyles and make a

lasting impact on a consumer’s purchasing habits. However, it only takes 2.6 seconds for a consumer to make a

purchasing decision between two di�erent product options.

In addition, retailers and grocers have sold 19.2% more meat products in 2020 versus 2019, largely due to the increase

in families cooking from home. These changing trends in the marketplace pose challenges to brands, packagers and

others in the industry. To keep up with the quick decision making of consumers and the growing demand for meat

products, brands and packagers need e�ective and e�cient �exible packaging solutions.

Brand managers and packagers need to consider more than the meat product itself; the overall aesthetic and quality

of the product packaging from purchase to consumption are just as important. With meat packaging, identifying the

product value and understanding how to provide a consistent experience will ultimately determine the best �exible

packaging solution.

ADVERTISEMENT

Flexible Packaging for Meat

Whether the meat is frozen, deli or processed, the right �lm material and compatible closure will help maintain the

overall quality. Used in combination with proper refrigeration or freezing, recloseable �exible packaging can provide

a strong moisture and oxygen barrier that helps extend the shelf life of products. Once the package is opened, the

moisture barrier can be maintained while the product is consumed in multiple servings. In addition to �nding

packaging that is suitable to your product’s speci�c requirements, it  must also provide a good experience for the

consumer.

It ’s also important that the packaging type and closure formats change based on the value of the product. O�ering a

premium meat product, the consumer should be able to expect a premium package and closure that will match that

product’s quality. Consumers need to have the same experience with meat products every time, even after multiple

openings and closings. A quality zipper and �exible packaging will help preserve freshness and reduce potential

leakage from the meat product’s package.

Depending on the type of meat product and the consumer’s behavior — whether they refrigerate or freeze it —

zippers and closures play an important role in creating that positive experience.

Consumers need to have the same experience with meat products
every time, even after multiple openings and closings. A quality zipper

and flexible packaging will help preserve freshness and reduce
potential leakage from the meat product’s package.

Flexible Meat Packaging Infrastructure

Just as important as selecting the right �lm and closure for a product, is ensuring they can be incorporated properly

into a company’s operations. An e�cient packaging operation includes the product running fast on lines with a wide

operating window, the zipper sealing well with �lms and structures, and no leaking or loss of atmosphere. To

understand what packaging materials will work best for an operation, current packaging equipment and capabilit ies

must be assessed. Are thermoforming or form/�ll/seal being used? What is the intended design of the package?

Thermoform package processing of most meats is a high-performance process, which takes place in a low-

temperature environment. Seal integrity of the package is paramount to maintain freshness through the product

shelf life.

With processed meats such as pepperoni and beef jerky, avoiding added moisture is key to preserving a long shelf

life. There’s a �ne balance between not containing enough air, leading to the product drying out, and having too

much air, contributing to mold development. Packagers can establish this atmosphere for shelf-stable products as

�exible packaging helps maintain the product quality and moisture balance.

The more consumers can safely enjoy their meat products, serving after serving, the better.

Feature photos courtesy of Fresh-Lock

Consumer Bene�ts

With all �exible packaging options, brands and packagers need to provide easy-to-close, high audible features to

maintain the moisture and overall quality of their products.

Especially with raw meat products, consumers don’t want to physically touch the product due to contamination and

cleanliness. Flexible packaging that allows the consumer to either add a marinade to the original packaging —

without repackaging the meat in a di�erent container — or the ability to open and remove the meat touch-free is

ideal.

When freezing meat products, the consumer seeks to maintain quality, prevent freezer burn and access the product

over multiple uses. Recloseable �exible packaging with a quality zipper helps provide reassurance to the consumer

that the product will be kept in its best condition. To avoid ice crystallization or moisture loss in the freezer, the

most amount of air as possible must be removed and the package must be sealed properly. Speci�cally, zippers and

closures allow the consumer to push out this excess air and reseal the product, creating a more vacuum-like sealed

package as opposed to packages not having recloseability.

Flexible packaging with more e�ective recloseability options can help consumers save money by avoiding food waste.

The more consumers can safely enjoy their meat products, serving after serving, the better.

Gianni Holzem is the Fresh-Lock commercial sales director at Reynolds Consumer Products. The Fresh-Lock brand is the market leader in press-to-close zipper and track &
slider recloseable solutions for �exible packaging. Fresh-Lock products are designed and produced by Presto Products, a business of Reynolds Consumer Products.
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UPSCALE PACKAGING

Elevation Charcuterie is in full-blown expansion mode as the company keeps
adding new varieties to its product line of rustic salumi, Mole Salami and
Calabrese Salami, to name just a few. Due to this growth, the company decided to
move to die-cut rollstock and flow wrapping machines to optimize packaging
production and reduce costs.
By Grant Gerke

Consumer packaged goods and brand owners keep increasing investments into packaging materials, equipment and

operations as markets rebound from the pandemic and accelerate towards a new normal; many food producers were

already accelerating stock keeping units before the pandemic. Elevation Charcuterie, Denver, CO, falls into this

category as the company recently increased investments into its co-packing operations and updated to an overwrap

packaging format.

“Elevation started as a very small company and did everything by hand, literally, and we’ve evolved into a larger

operation,” says Chad Nelan, owner of Elevation Charcuterie. The artisan-meat producer has a number of regional

distributors, works with Whole Foods and Chicago-based Eataly, and recently landed a new national distribution

partner.

The new overwrap packaging format with a die-cut window relies on horizontal �ow-pack wrappers from Ulma

Packaging Group, Onati, Spain, to create this unique packaging for Elevation Charcuterie. The new packaging format

adds new design elements but many design characteristics of the previous packaging come along for the ride, such

as the product information. The previous packaging had a separate label attached to the outer layer and now the

overwrap format includes the product information, and eliminates materials.

“We were a bit nervous about consumer reactions to the new packaging, but customers love the updated look,” says

Nelan. “Plus, an approximate eight to ten percent savings on the operations side is a big improvement for Elevation.”

Elevation Charcuterie recruited C-P Flexible Packaging, York, PA, to provide the die-cut rollstock material that

continues the rustic aesthetic for the packaging while also providing a clean, modern design that allows consumers

to view the charcuterie chub.

Before the recent design change, hand packing of cured-meat chubs was the process for Elevation Charcuterie but

the manual workload began to be too much. Before adding the �ow-wrap machinery to the packaging process, hand-

packing would take approximately four minutes per package and the company had to employ 50 to 60 production

operators.

“It looked like the original Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory movie scene where hundreds of people are seen

ripping open candy bars to �nd the golden ticket,” says Nelan. “The process wasn’t e�cient and it took time, and we

were looking to expand.”

The new pouch design and packaging process with the �ow-wrapping machine debuted in 2020. Packaging

production now has been reduced from 60 workers down to two production operators that oversee the �ow-

wrapping equipment and can produce up to 32 packages/minute, while reducing packaging costs in half.

“With the older packaging, there were multiple pieces of packaging that were expensive and custom, and now it 's all

one thing,” says Nelan.

Modern Meets Rustic

Besides the operational e�ciency, the new �ow wrap format connects to the product’s rustic sensibility with the

help of the kraft rollstock and the die-cut window from C-P Flexible Packaging. The previous package design and its

“butcher-block” paper aesthetic also hit the right notes, but the new “window into the product” and the rustic design

from the new packaging materials adds a new level of sophistication for a product in an upscale food category.

The die-cut rollstock material continues the rustic aesthetic Elevation Charcuterie while also providing a look at the charcuterie chub.

Photos courtesy of of Elevation Charcuterie

“C-P was super helpful with packaging size, the dye lines with the window and all the issues my designer needed,”

says Nelan. During the design phase, C-P Flexible Packaging worked closely with Elevation’s package designer to place

the die-cut window in the right place for the charcuterie chubs.

“Once the correct dye line was established, we sent the �le to Elevations’ art team and they dropped the artwork in,”

says Aaron Hausman, director of sales at C-P Flexible Packaging. “C-P then created a ramp up order for Elevation to

make sure that the packaging �t and Chad liked the style; then we went to a full production line.”

The rollstock is 30-lb, bleached kraft paper with stain-resistance while also providing a 1.5 mil. polyethylene laminate.

C-P Flexible Packaging prints the four-color rollstock on a �exo press for eleven di�erent charcuterie products with

its unique color identities. Elevation also adds a clear, shrink-wrap to the charcuterie chub before entering the

conveyor that goes to the �ow-wrap machine.

Going Forward

The food industry and its explosive growth is being felt by distributors, original equipment manufacturers, material

suppliers and, of course, food producers. Scaling business is a huge challenge, but Elevation Charcuterie’s new

processes and designs are �nding the right solutions for now and the future.

Lead background image by zee2000 / iStock via Getty Images Plus
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FLEXIBLE BY DESIGN

Easysnap in Sustainable Paper
Papersnap is made with more than 75% paper and is recyclable.
Easysnap is reportedly the only worldwide patented one hand opening and dispensing portion pack for liquid and

semi-liquid products. The new Papersnap is fully recyclable, has no tear-o� parts and can save 70% energy in

production processes, according to the company. The application is hygienic, uses exact quantities, allows no air

inside and o�ers universal accessibility. Easysnap is recyclable with paper-Aticelca 501.

Images courtesy of Easysnap
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LEADING EDGE

Amcor // amcor.com

New Platform for Paper-Based Packaging
Amcor launched a new platform of paper-based packaging products: AmFiber which aims to rede�ne the capabilit ies

of traditional paper packaging and provide a wider range of features and functional bene�ts. AmFiber is an

innovative solution tailored to provide snacks and confectionery customers in Europe a widely recyclable package

that delivers a high barrier from oxygen and moisture. Amcor will gradually extend its new paper-based o�erings

into applications such as co�ee, drink powders, seasoning and soups.

Photo courtesy of Amcor

Refyned // getrefyned.com

Refyned Re-Imagines Vitamin Supplements
Refyned, a Scottsdale-based company, partnered with doctors, researchers and a pharmaceutical manufacturer to

develop advanced dissolvable vitamin strips that don’t involve swallowing or a glass of water. The company has

vitamin strips to help make healthy habits easily accessible for all. The supplement strips, which are portable and

easy to consume, are currently o�ered for two speci�c nutritional needs: Sleep+ and D3 Sunshine Support. Refyned is

also looking to partner with health care providers, retailers and non-pro�t organizations.

Photo courtesy of Refyned LLC

Hippo Premium Packaging // hippopackaging.com

Branding, Logo and Packaging for Lucy Goosey
Hippo Premium Packaging, a provider of custom packaging and branding solutions to the legal cannabis industry,

created the branding, including a logo and upscale packaging, for Lucy Goosey — a new brand of premium chocolate

edibles. The Hippo team created an eye-catching goose logo with a sleek gold design, which gave it an approachable

and friendly yet high-end and sophisticated appearance. The gold theme continued on the packaging with tasteful

gold touches along with distinctive colors for each of the brand's unique �avors.

Photo courtesy of Hippo Premium Packaging

Hubergroup Print Solutions // hubergroup.com

Ink Series for Direct Food Contact
Hubergroup Print Solutions launched MGA CONTACT — its new sheet-fed o�set ink series — which is suitable for

safe printing on the inside of paper and cardboard food packaging and recyclable. MGA CONTACT is approved for

direct contact with food, meaning that no functional barriers are required. The ink specialist only uses ingredients

which have been authorized for direct contact with food in accordance with EU guidelines and FDA criteria. The ink

series only needs to be coated with a dispersion varnish, which is also suitable for direct contact with food.

Photo courtesy of ©Rabizo Anatolii - stock.adobe.com / hubergroup

Steeped, Inc. // steepedcoffee.com

Single-Serve Coffee in Compostable Bags
Santa Cruz-based startup Steeped, Inc. launched its Steeped Co�ee brewing method with packaging made using

plant-based renewable and compostable materials. Brewed similar to tea, Steeped Co�ee’s nitro sealed Steeped

Bags, along with its packaging made using renewable and compostable materials, achieves freshly ground specialty

co�ee in a single-serving. Steeped Bags won the “Best New Product” award for their innovative packaging at the

recent Specialty Co�ee Expo. It took seven years to innovate the proprietary Steeped Co�ee system that delivers

fresh roasted, pre-portioned, precision ground, micro batched co�ee in customized Full Immersion Filters.

Photo courtesy of Steeped Inc.

Syntegon Technology // syntegon.com

Syntegon Introduces PMX
Syntegon Technology is expanding its portfolio for co�ee packaging machines with the PMX packaging machine for

ground co�ee and whole beans. The machine can be used for di�erent packaging formats thanks to fast format

changes and full-corner-sealing. A modular concept enables manufacturers to react fast to changing market

requirements and customer needs. It processes recyclable mono-materials and reduces energy and material usage

through condition monitoring. 3D format changes on the closing unit can be achieved automatically at the push of a

button. If the bag cross-section format is changed, the machine will be ready for use again after just 30 minutes.

Photo courtesy of Syntegon Technology
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BUYERS 
Premium Listings

GUIDE
Below are the premium listings from our directory. Click on the boxes below for more information. For the

complete Buyers Guide, go to flexpackmag.com/buyersguide.
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CMD
2901 E. Pershing St. P.O. Box 1279

Appleton, WI 54912-1279

(920) 730-6888

info@cmd-corp.com

https://www.cmd-corp.com

CLICK HERE

TO SEE ALL PRODUCT PHOTOS, DOWNLOADS, AND MORE!

CMD is an established designer and manufacturer of converting and energy equipment, serving a global marketplace,

with customers in 43 countries. CMD develops technology and equipment to help  bag and pouch converters

succeed, gain new customers and produce their products more pro�tably.  New, reduced-footprint stand up pouch

machine now available!

Product Categories

Bag Machinery

Converting Machinery

Die-Cutting Equipment

Drawtape/Drawstring Equipment

Embossing Machinery

Gusseting Machines

Heat Sealing

Pouch Machinery

Roll Stands

Sealers

Sealing, Heat/Ultrasonic/Pressure

Winding Machines

NEXT LISTING

BACK TO LISTINGS INDEX
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Hoffer Plastics Corp.
500 N. Collins St.

South Elgin, IL 60177

(847) 741-5740

https://www.hofferplastics.com

CLICK HERE

TO SEE ALL PRODUCT PHOTOS, DOWNLOADS, AND MORE!

Ho�er Plastics Corporation, based in South Elgin, IL, is a global supplier of custom injection molded plastic parts.

Family owned and operated since 1953, we serve a wide range of industries, providing turn-key solutions and state-

of-the-art technology. We provide best in class tooling and processing and lead in environmental sustainability.

 We're "All In" for people, plastics and purpose. Visit www.HofferPlastics.com.

Product Categories

Closure/Cap/Pump/Applicator/Dispenser

NEXT LISTING

BACK TO LISTINGS INDEX
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INFICON
2 Technology Pl.

East Syracuse, NY 13057

(315) 434-1100

reachus@inficon.com

https://www.inficon.com

CLICK HERE

TO SEE ALL PRODUCT PHOTOS, DOWNLOADS, AND MORE!

INFICON Contura S400 Leak Detector provides food packagers with a unique solution for detecting leaks in MAP and

other �exible packages. Contura S400 combines quantitative, sensitive and non-destructive measures with ease-of-

use. The technology is a signi�cant leap from water bubble or viewing inspections, and the output/results are

repeatable and reliable.

Product Categories

Inspection Equipment

Leak Detecting

Testing Equipment

BACK TO LISTINGS INDEX
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